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The COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented challenges for compliance 

professionals around the world, including those in the UK. The following is a selection of UK 

and constituent countries actions as well as news and analysis articles compiled by the 

Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence editorial staff.  The selection includes Regulatory 

Intelligence and Reuters news coverage. More COVID-19 news and information can be 

found via the TRRI platform's search facility. 

Additional COVID-19 resources are also available on the Thomson Reuters COVID-19 

Resource Center.  

Users can create your own custom My Updates through the Create a Custom My Updates 

link on the Regulatory Intelligence homepage. Select your geography and/or content types 

you would like resources from and include the following keyword search: COVID! or 

coronavirus. 

As countries, markets and individuals recover from the last year of a global pandemic, 

regulatory responses are tapering off.  As a result, our Regulatory Intelligence COVID-19 

Report for the United Kingdom will transition as well. Going forward, the United Kingdom 

COVID-19 report will be published following the government's recently announced roadmap 

out of lockdown. 
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1 This COVID-19 Coverage was compiled by Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence editorial staff. 
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COVID-19 COVERGAGE – UNITED KINGDOM 
 

Relevant Legislative Actions 
 

England 

 
The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (Steps etc.) (England) (Revocation and 

Amendment) Regulations 2021, revoke several Regulations and those that amended them. 
Among other matters, it extends the validity of the Health Protection (Coronavirus, 

Restrictions) (England) (No. 3) Regulations 2020, so that they expire on September 27, 2021. 
 

The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (Self-Isolation) (England) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2021, make amendments to ensure that a person can leave self-isolation to post 

an antibody test, among other matters. 

 
Other News and Summaries 

 

FCA to trial hybrid working this autumn 

 

(Regulatory Intelligence) - The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) will trial a hybrid 

working scheme this autumn as part of its return-to-the-office plan, said a spokesperson for 

the regulator. The proposed trial would see its roughly 4,200 staff going back to the offices 

at Endeavour Square in Stratford, London, and Quayside House in Edinburgh for 40 to 50% 

of their time per month; the trial will last for six months.2 

The FCA is also looking at proposals to better reflect its regional presence, said the recently 

published board minutes of May 27. The Edinburgh office, which houses the Investment, 

Intermediaries & Scams department, is the only FCA location outside the London main office.  

The FCA has not set a formal date for returning to the office once the final COVID-19 legal 

restrictions are lifted in England on 19 July; Scotland will move to level zero restrictions the 

same day. That includes one metre social distancing indoors and the devolved government is 

asking employers to support home working where possible. 

Link to diversity, inclusion agendas 

Many financial services firms and law firms are trialling hybrid working arrangements, as 

uncertainty continues about the COVID-19 pandemic's trajectory and the need for social 

distancing in the office setting. 

In April, the Association of British Insurers (ABI) launched an expansion of flexible working 

in the industry which 27 firms signed; the ABI sees flexible working as part of the diversity 

and inclusion agenda. 

"A focus on diversity and inclusion has become ever more important to our members and it 

is an important area of focus for the ABI. Our latest D&I strategy addresses three key areas: 

it aims to improve social mobility, increase Black, Asian and minority ethnic representation 

and reduce the gender seniority gap by increasing access to flexible working," said Yvonne 

Braun, the ABI's director of policy, long-term savings and protection in a statement launching 

the new strategy.  

The FCA recently launched its own diversity and inclusion consultation for the firms it 

regulates. The regulator is also seeking to boost its own diversity and inclusion credentials. 

 

 
2 Rachel Wolcott, FCA to trial hybrid working this autumn, Regulatory Intelligence (July 15, 2021) at http://go-

ri.tr.com/JZcRH3  

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/848/pdfs/uksi_20210848_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/848/pdfs/uksi_20210848_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/851/pdfs/uksi_20210851_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/851/pdfs/uksi_20210851_en.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/minutes/fca-board-minutes-27-may-2021.pdf
https://www.abi.org.uk/news/blog-articles/2021/05/making-flexible-work/
http://go-ri.tr.com/sRJpVd
http://go-ri.tr.com/JZcRH3
http://go-ri.tr.com/JZcRH3
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Work from home fuelling cyber attacks, says global financial watchdog 

 

(Reuters) - Financial firms may need to bolster their defences in the face of rocketing cyber 

attacks after employees began working from home, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) said 

on Tuesday.3 

The FSB, which coordinates financial rules for the G20 group of nations, said remote working 

since economies went into lockdown to fight COVID-19 opened up new possibilities for cyber 

attacks. Working from home (WFH) is expected to stay in some form across the financial 

services industry and beyond. 

"Most cyber frameworks did not envisage a scenario of near-universal remote working and 

the exploitation of such a situation by cyber threat actors," the FSB said in a report to G20 

ministers and central banks. 

The report is a first take on lessons learned from the pandemic's impact on financial stability. 

COVID-19 was the first major test of tougher financial rules put in place after the 2008 global 

financial crisis and most parts of the system coped well, the FSB said. 

Lockdown restrictions are easing but financial firms have told employees they will be allowed 

to work from home several days a week permanently, and the rest of the time in the office. 

Cyber activities such as phishing, malware and ransomware grew from fewer than 5,000 per 

week in February 2020 to more than 200,000 per week in late April 2021, the FSB said. 

"Financial institutions have generally been resilient but they may need to consider 

adjustments to cyber risk management processes, cyber incident reporting, response and 

recovery activities, as well as management of critical third-party service providers, for 

example cloud services," the FSB said. 

The FSB, chaired by Federal Reserve Vice Chair Randal Quarles and comprising regulators 

and central banks from leading financial centres, will publish a final report in October setting 

out its next steps. 

It has already made proposals for strengthening the resilience of money market funds which 

suffered severed stresses during last year's market turmoil. 

 

Electronic payments are growing exponentially – that brings significant benefits, 

but also creates risks 

 

(Regulatory Intelligence Analysis) - A cashless world is in plain sight, a recent PwC survey has 

revealed. The COVID-19 pandemic reinforced an already growing shift to digital payments 

and likely drove a three- to five-year acceleration in their use. Global cashless payment 

volumes are predicted to increase by more than 80% between 2020 and 2025, from about 

1 trillion transactions to almost 1.9 trillion, and to almost triple by 2030.4 

The acceleration toward digital payments will create new opportunities for the entire payment 

ecosystem but it will also expose weaknesses for those not prepared to adapt. In Regulatory 

Intelligence's survey of banking, fintech and payments organisations, major topics such as 

private cryptocurrencies, central bank digital currencies (CBDCs), digital identity and 

authentication, all scored highly in terms of impact, but data privacy and cyber security were, 

 
3 Huw Jones, Work from home fuelling cyber attacks, says global financial watchdog, Reuters (July 14, 2021) at 

http://go-ri.tr.com/hEO3W7  
4 Peter Hewlett and Laura Talvitie of PwC UK, Electronic payments are growing exponentially – that brings significant 

benefits, but also creates risks, Regulatory Intelligence Analysis (June 23, 2021) at http://go-ri.tr.com/wuiuYa  

http://go-ri.tr.com/hEO3W7
http://go-ri.tr.com/wuiuYa
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as one category, the top concern (48%) in terms of the impact of regulatory changes in the 

next five years. 

This article sets out the important themes Regulatory Intelligence's survey identified for the 

international payments industry and suggests some areas compliance professionals may need 

to consider when responding to these trends. 

Themes influencing the payments industry 

1. Inclusion and trust 

Better financial inclusion drives equality and fairness in societies. Yet in 2017, only 69% of 

the world's adult population had a bank account or mobile wallet, falling short of the 2020 

objective of full financial inclusion, set by the World Bank in 2014. 

Particularly in developing countries, financial inclusion will continue to be driven by mobile 

devices and access to affordable, convenient payment mechanisms. By 2025, smartphone 

penetration is likely to reach 80% worldwide, largely via uptake in emerging markets such as 

Indonesia, Pakistan and Mexico. A large percentage of the population will still be without 

access to these tools, and will risk being left behind. 

As new entrants, incumbents and regulators all look to address this gap, it will be critical to 

ensure that the compliance protections inherent in existing payment systems are similarly 

addressed, particularly given the potential vulnerability of this group of customers. 

2. Digital currencies 

The survey found CBDCs and private-sector cryptocurrencies were likely to have the biggest 

individual disruptive impact in the next 20 years. 

Cryptocurrencies are continuing to gain more widespread acceptance. It may be that much 

of the existing interest is driven by unusually high returns from treating crypto as an 

investment rather than a payment method, but the continued interest in digital currencies 

from the world's biggest governments and private financial institutions points to a more 

mainstream future. 

The scale and decentralised nature of the currencies existing today has also inevitably 

attracted those looking to exploit this through financial crime, and this risk is unlikely to go 

away as the mainstream beckons. Security is important to underpin any future currency, and 

although crypto brings numerous inherent advantages, ensuring that the right protections 

are in place will be important to maximise consumer and business confidence as usage grows. 

3. Digital wallets 

Digital wallets allow consumers to load and store payment methods and access funding 

sources, such as cards or accounts, on their mobile devices. These wallets will be increasingly 

important as a payment "front end", as exemplified by the xPays, and the rise of super-apps 

WeChat and Alipay. 

As the number of organisations involved in the payments journey increases (consider how 

many are involved in the settlement of an Uber fare via Google Pay versus handing over cash 

in the past), the cyber crime risk increases and changes, and it will be important for all those 

operating in the market to be aware of the end-to-end process to protect customers' money 

and data as they pass through from purchaser to seller. 

4. Battle of the rails 

Significant changes are underway to improve legacy payment rails (e.g., the introduction of 

ISO 20022) to challenge the dominance of international rails such as Visa and MasterCard. 
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At the same time, fintech companies are finding ways to work  together to introduce new rails 

for consumers, often across borders. 

Senior payment professionals surveyed expect important regional developments in terms of 

a payment infrastructure in which card and other transactions run on joint account-based 

payment rails. 

As with digital wallets above, an improved payment method is a positive step for consumers 

and is a great sign of a maturing and evolving industry, but does bring new compliance and 

financial crime challenges. More positively, the involvement of more firms also brings with it 

defensive capability, and it will be important to integrate these effectively as the ecosystem 

develops. 

5. Cross-border payment 

Forty-two percent of respondents said they felt strongly that there would be an acceleration 

of cross-border, cross-currency instant payments and B2B payments in the next five years. 

This is reinforced by the adoption of ISO 20022, an internationally developed methodology 

for transmitting data which provides a consistent messaging standard for payments. 

Frustration with the traditional correspondent banking model (both cumbersome and costly 

in a world of instant, low-cost payments) has led to the intensification of non-bank providers. 

New players and solutions are competing with bank and card-based solutions at scale. One 

example is the P27 initiative in the Nordic region, integrating 27 million inhabitants across 

four countries and currencies in one "domestic" instant payments system. 

We would expect to see a significant shift in the payments architecture that will connect 

payments systems across countries and the work will be further supported by the growth of 

blockchain and digital currency, helping to deal with the inefficiencies inherent in cross-border 

payments processes. 

6. Financial crime 

Security, compliance and data-privacy risks and related issues were the top concerns for 

banks, fintechs and asset managers in terms of implementing a fully integrated technology 

strategy. 

Historically, fighting financial crime was a matter of dealing with the risk affecting banks and 

their customers directly. Today, the field is widening to encompass "fraud-as-a-service", as 

consumers and businesses manage transactions themselves through multiple payments 

ecosystems. 

The effect of the pandemic in driving more widespread e-commerce provided an opening for 

fraudsters, with the average value of attempted fraudulent purchases rising by almost 70% 

in 2020, compared with the previous year. As a result, enabling next-generation financial 

crime and risk management approaches is one of the main priorities for the payments 

industry in the next 10 years. 

As financial crime becomes more sophisticated, providers will need to protect their full 

ecosystem. For instance, open banking, combined with a set of new players and the shift 

toward payment initiation and digital wallets, is opening new doors for many types of financial 

crime, including the greater risk to consumers from authorised push payments (APP) scams 

across payment networks. Payment providers which help merchants and their customers 

move money across borders might also enable sanctions evasion and money laundering. 

The increase in financial crime requires greater collaboration among banks, payment 

providers and the public sector to prevent fraud and money laundering, with the expected 

https://www.paymentsdive.com/news/fraud-picks-up-as-the-economy-goes-digital-during-the-pandemic/597737/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202021-04-05%20Payments%20Dive%20%5Bissue:33414%5D&utm_term=Payments%20Dive
https://www.paymentsdive.com/news/fraud-picks-up-as-the-economy-goes-digital-during-the-pandemic/597737/?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202021-04-05%20Payments%20Dive%20%5Bissue:33414%5D&utm_term=Payments%20Dive
https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/system/files/Payment-future-report-150221-compressed.pdf
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trade-offs between cyber-security measures and customer convenience, according to a recent 

Bank for International Settlements report. 

Some of the solutions include: 

Machine learning–based tools. Analytical services with machine learning and artificial 

intelligence (AI) capabilities can identify authorised payment fraud. They encompass the 

speed and processing capabilities that are required to analyse data in real time and 

automatically enhance themselves with feedback loops. 

Risk scoring tools. Risk scoring tools use statistical models to identify possibly fraudulent 

transactions. Risk scoring allocates a probability of fraud using evolving criteria. 

Mule account modelling tools. Mule accounts (those set up by a real customer but with 

fraudulent papers or a fake identity to enable criminal use) can be targeted using modelling 

tools that find behaviour patterns in anonymous crowdsourced intelligence from millions of 

daily consumer activities. 

New business models 

Payments are increasingly becoming cashless, and the industry's role in fostering inclusion 

has become a significant priority. As digital money draws a stronger interest, the financial 

services industry must recognise that the entire infrastructure of payments is being reshaped, 

with new business models emerging. 

That reshaping involves two parallel trends: an evolution of the front- and back-end parts of 

the payment system (instant payments; bill payments and request to pay; and plastic cards 

and digital wallets) and a revolution involving huge structural changes to the payment mix 

and ecosystem (emergence of "buy now, pay later" offerings; cryptocurrencies; and work 

underway on central bank digital currencies). 

Understanding these trends is crucial for banks, card companies, fintechs and others that 

want to map a new path to 2025 and beyond. The crucial asset in all of this is data. Payments 

generate roughly 90% of banks' useful customer data. In other words, the information about 

who is buying what, how much and when. This is creating new revenue streams for payments 

businesses that can monetise that data, yet it also exposes them to risks related to data 

privacy. 

For more information, please see the full report here. Additional information can also be found 

from the PwC and UK Finance's Future Ready Payments 2030 report here. 

 

Second BoE official says time to slow stimulus may be near 

 

(Reuters) - The Bank of England could stop its government bond purchases early due to an 

unexpectedly sharp rise in inflation, interest rate-setter Michael Saunders said, the second 

top BoE official in two days to signal a possible reining in of its stimulus.5 

 

After Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden said on Wednesday the time for action might be 

approaching, Saunders on Thursday said continuing bond purchases later this year - when 

inflation could exceed 3% - risked entrenching higher inflation expectations. 

 

British consumer price inflation jumped to 2.5% in May - further above the BoE's 2% target 

- and job creation in June was the strongest since the pandemic, pushing up wage growth by 

the most on record albeit with pandemic distortions. read more 

 
5 David Milliken, William Schomberg, Second BoE official says time to slow stimulus may be near (July 15, 2021) 

https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/boe-may-need-end-bond-buying-early-inflation-mounts-saunders-2021-07-15/  

https://www.bis.org/fsi/fsibriefs7.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/financial-services/publications/financial-services-in-2025/payments-in-2025.html?j=159343&sfmc_sub=4937495&l=16_HTML&u=2781209&mid=510000034&jb=1#macro2
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/policy-and-guidance/reports-publications/future-ready-payments-2030&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1623597001866000&usg=AOvVaw3xhKpxbGgKOyzHKn5zngYh
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/boe-may-need-end-bond-buying-early-inflation-mounts-saunders-2021-07-15/
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"For me, the question of whether to curtail our current asset purchase program early will be 

under consideration at our forthcoming meetings," Saunders said in a speech. 

 

"If activity and inflation indicators remain in line with recent trends and downside risks to 

growth and inflation do not rise significantly ... then it may become appropriate fairly soon to 

withdraw some of the current monetary stimulus." 

 

The BoE is due to announce the outcome of its next policy meeting and publish new forecasts 

on Aug. 5. 

 

Sterling jumped around half a cent against the dollar and the euro after Saunders's remarks, 

and British government bond prices fell on the prospect of an end to BoE purchases, taking 

two-year gilt yields to a three-week high. 

 

Investors bet more heavily on a first 15 basis-point increase in Bank Rate to 0.25% coming 

by August 2022. 

 

The BoE committed in November 2020 to buy a further 150 billion pounds ($208 billion) of 

government bonds over the course of the following year. 

 

Chief Economist Andy Haldane was a lone voice at May and June's Monetary Policy Committee 

meetings - his last before leaving the BoE - to call for the scheme to be ended early. 

 

TRANSATLANTIC SHIFT 

 

As in the United States, where some Federal Reserve officials have argued the time for 

slowing bond-buying has come sooner than they had thought, Saunders's comments added 

to signs of a change in stance, at least among some BoE policymakers. 

 

On Wednesday, Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden said inflation could hit 4% this year, and 

the BoE could need to reverse its monetary stimulus sooner than he had expected. read more 

 

Governor Andrew Bailey and another deputy governor, Jon Cunliffe, have recently given little 

away about their views on the likely persistence of inflation. read more 

 

Until now, the BoE has said inflation pressures from higher energy prices and supply-chain 

bottlenecks would be temporary, as Western economies adjusted to reopening after the 

pandemic. 

 

Saunders said higher short-term inflation caused by energy prices was not something the 

BoE could tackle, but he was concerned that other price pressures could persist over the two- 

to three-year time horizon the BoE uses to target inflation. 

 

"A modestly tighter stance ... would help ensure that inflation risks 2-3 years ahead are 

balanced around the 2% target, rather than tilted to the upside, which I suspect is the case 

with the current policy stance," he said. 

 

Options for tightening policy included ending the bond purchase programme in the next 

month or two, before it is due to end in late 2021, and further monetary policy action in 2022, 

he added. 
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Any initial moves to scale back the BoE's support for the economy would be modest, Saunders 

said. 

 

"It would still leave in place considerable stimulus and hence probably not derail the welcome 

recovery in the economy: it would be more akin to easing off the accelerator rather than 

applying the brakes," he said. 

 

Bank of England scraps curbs on bank dividends as pandemic crisis fades 

 

(Reuters) - The Bank of England scrapped its remaining pandemic curbs on dividends paid by 

HSBC, Barclays, and other top lenders with immediate effect on Tuesday, saying its stress 

tests showed they could cope with the fallout from COVID on the economy.6 

 

Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey said Britain's rapid vaccination rollout had led to an 

improvement in the economic outlook, allowing the central bank to relax its controls on how 

much lenders can pay to shareholders. 

 

"But risks to the recovery remain. Households and businesses are likely to need continuing 

support from the financial system as the economy recovers and the government's support 

measures unwind over the coming months," Bailey said in a statement. 

 

Shares in British lenders rose, with HSBC (HSBA.L) , NatWest (NWG.L), Barclays (BARC.L) , 

Standard Chartered (STAN.L) and Lloyds (LLOY.L) all up by between 1% and 2%, compared 

with a 0.3% gain for the FTSE 100 index. (.FTSE) 

 

As Britain shut down much of its economy for the first time in March last year, the BoE told 

lenders to suspend dividends and share buy-backs until the end of 2020 and it also 

recommended scrapping bonuses for senior staff. 

 

The BoE initially eased its curbs last December as the pandemic's fallout became clearer, 

saying payouts could resume within "guardrails". 

 

The BoE's Financial Policy Committee (FPC) said the "extraordinary guardrails on shareholder 

distributions are no longer necessary" following its annual stress test of banks' financial 

health. 

 

The U.S. Federal Reserve said in June that large banks would no longer face coronavirus crisis 

restrictions on how much they can spend in buying back stock and paying dividends. 

 

The European Central Bank's plans to let euro zone lenders resume payouts to shareholders 

from October, barring a new economic slump. 

 

Bailey told a news conference on Tuesday that, unlike its move on dividends, the BoE had no 

plan to lift its guidance on bonuses. But Deputy Governor Sam Woods said it was important 

to get back to a "more normal setting" for bankers' pay. 

 

BOE WATCHING CRYPTO, THE CLOUD 

 

 
6 Huw Jones, David Milliken, Bank of England scraps curbs on bank dividends as pandemic crisis fades (July 13, 

2021) https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/bank-england-scraps-pandemic-era-curbs-bank-dividends-2021-07-13/  

https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/bank-england-scraps-pandemic-era-curbs-bank-dividends-2021-07-13/
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In its twice-yearly Financial Stability Report, the regulator sounded a new note of caution on 

cryptocurrencies, saying there were signs of larger institutions starting to get involved, which 

could lead to spillovers into the wider economy. 

 

The BoE urged giant cloud computing firms not to be secretive about their operations. It fears 

that could hinder its checks on the stability of the banking sector, which is increasingly using 

firms such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google to improve efficiency and cut costs. read more 

 

The central bank also said asset prices looked stretched as investors increasingly took risks 

and underwriting standards for some loans slipped. 

 

The FPC confirmed it would keep the counter-cyclical capital buffer (CCyB) for major banks 

at zero percent until at least December, meaning any subsequent increase would not take 

effect until the end of 2022 at the earliest. 

 

The buffer is intended to rise and fall over the course of the economic cycle to limit lending 

at the top of a boom and boost it during a downturn. 

 

"The FPC expects banks to use all elements of their capital buffers as necessary to support 

the economy through the recovery," the BoE said. 

 

UK financial sector urges caution over any 'work from home' law 

 

(Reuters) - How people divide their working hours between home and office should develop 

naturally over time and not be forced into law, senior financial services industry officials said 

on Monday.7 

Britain has indicated it may legislate to allow people to work flexibly by dividing their time 

between the office and home, building on the experience of millions who have worked from 

home since COVID-19 forced lockdowns in March last year. 

Many firms have already said they plan a mix of home and office working once pandemic 

restrictions are lifted. 

"This is going to evolve, clearly, and that's why legislation would be inappropriate," Bruce 

Carnegie-Brown, chairman of the Lloyd's of London insurance market, told City & Financial's 

City Week event. 

"We have to allow different sectors of the economy to adapt in different ways to address this 

opportunity, frankly, for a more mixed economy of remote and physical work." 

Anne Richards, chief executive of asset manager Fidelity International, said employers were 

being forced to think hard about what they are asking people to come into the office to do 

and what can be done from home. 

"Ultimately it will become something of a competitive advantage if you can get the balance 

right on some of these things, give people a bit more flexibility to act as grown-ups," Richards 

said. 

"I don't think a legislative approach probably is the right answer, I think this will find its own 

natural equilibrium," she added. 

 
7 Huw Jones, UK financial sector urges caution over any 'work from home' law, Reuters (June 22, 2021) at http://go-

ri.tr.com/WDdS5x    

http://go-ri.tr.com/WDdS5x
http://go-ri.tr.com/WDdS5x
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Karan Bilimoria, president of the Confederation of British Industry, an employers' body, said 

employers should make their own decisions on the mix of working from home or office. 

"It would be the wrong thing to force this to happen, it should evolve in its own way," Bilimoria 

said. 

Carnegie-Brown said the return to the office should be treated carefully so those working 

from home did not feel excluded. 

 

 


